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1 Introduction
The Algorithm Reference Library (ARL) is designed to present algorithms for radio astronomy imaging
in a simple Python+Numpy-based form. This is so that the implemented functions can be seen and
understood without resorting to interpreting source code shaped by real-world concerns such as
optimisations. In many software packages, the only function specification is the application code
itself. Although the underlying algorithm may be published, the implementation tends to diverge
over time, making this method of documentation less effective. The modularisation in ARL of the
algorithms allows others to contribute small pieces of functionality.
In addition there is a desire for simple test versions: for example, scientists may wish to understand
how the algorithm works and see it tested in particular circumstances. Or a software developer may
wish or need to compare it to the production code.
The major work in developing the ARL was in developing the scientific processing capabilities that
are needed to meet the functional requirements on SDP.
Development of the ARL contributed to the COTS Execution Frameworks (COTS EF) prototyping
team work. The COTS work was designed to reduce risks associated with the SDP architecture, and
verify architectural decisions. The Execution Framework module is an important part of the SDP
Architecture [RD01]. It provides the mechanism for executing pipelines at scale in the SDP, using
task-based parallelism. The architecture has been constructed to allow the SDP to use different
execution frameworks (suited to the pipeline being executed), while using common processing
functions..
There are many existing pieces of software that can fit into the Execution Framework (EF) paradigm,
from Apache Spark to Swift/T to Dask, as well as DALiuGE, a prototype written by ICRAR contributors
to the SDP. The COTS EF team focuses on some of these frameworks (principally Spark, Dask, and
StarPU), particularly on the interfaces involved. The ARL allows these various candidate EF’s to use a
common library of processing functions. Further discussion of the COTS EF work is to be found in the
COTS EF prototyping report.
In addition, the SIP team have also used ARL components in their work on control and queue
interfaces [RD07, RD08]. They have developed a prototype pipeline (DPrepB/C) using processing
functions from ARL.
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2 Motivation and Scope
ARL has a number of motivations:
●
●
●
●
●

To provide a coherent set of interface definitions for a complete set of processing functions,
independent of algorithm implementation.
To act as a reference library for the calibration and imaging algorithms used in SDP.
To test whether the core radio astronomical calibration and imaging algorithms could be
written in a high level language (Python + Numpy library) at low cost.
To facilitate testing of COTS execution frameworks and the SIP by providing a common
library of processing functions.
To provide initial implementations of some required SDP functionality to aid integration
testing. An example is the use of Queues to convey QA information.

The scope of ARL is:
●
●
●
●

Processing algorithms for SKA telescopes
Focus on algorithms that stress the SDP architecture
In-memory processing
Stateless functions
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3 Development of the ARL
3.1 General requirements
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Documentation: The primary purpose of the library is to be easily understandable to people
not familiar with radio interferometry imaging. This means that the library should be broken
down into a number of small, well-documented functions. Aside from the code itself, these
functions will be further explained via documentation including examples demonstrating its
usage. Wherever such efforts would impact the clarity of the code itself, it should be kept
separate (e.g. example notebooks).
Testbed for experimentation: One purpose for the library is to facilitate experimentation
with the algorithms without interfering with or using the production code. Production code
may be specialised due to the need for optimization, however the reference implementation
should avoid any assumptions not arising from the actual theory of interferometry imaging.
Publication e.g. via github: All algorithms used in production code should be known and
published. If the algorithms are available separately from the production code then others
can make use of the published code for small projects or to start on an improved algorithm.
Conduit for algorithms into SKA: The library can serve as a conduit for algorithms into the
SKA production system. A scientist can provide a Python+Numpy version of an algorithm
which then can be translated into optimised production code by the SKA computer team.
Algorithm unaffected by optimisation: Production code is likely to be obscured by the need
to optimize in various ways. The algorithms in the library will avoid this as much as possible
in order to remain clear and transparent. Where algorithms need to be optimised in order to
remain executable on typical hardware, we might opt for providing multiple equivalent
algorithm variants.
Deliver algorithms for construction phase: The algorithm reference library will also serve as a
resource for the delivery of algorithms during the construction phase. It is likely that much of
the production code will be written by people not intimately familiar with radio astronomy.
Experience shows that such developers can often work from a simple example of the
algorithm.
Reference for results: The library will also serve to provide reference results for the
production code. This is not entirely straightforward because the algorithms in both cases
work in different contexts. Code that establishes interoperability with external code will
have to kept separate to not clutter the core implementation. This means that we will not be
able to guarantee comparability in all cases. In that case, it will be the responsibility other
developers of the production code to establish it - for example by using suitably reduced
data sets.
Unit tests for ARL functions: Each algorithm in ARL should have unit tests to detect errors
from intended results or regressions from past behavior. This will facilitate easier refactoring
and simplified integration. Any known possible exceptions which are difficult or cannot be
tested by unit tests may be documented.
Focus on architecture: in the context of the SDP processing architecture, ARL can serve to
reason about architectural implications of specific algorithms. There are two aspects to be
investigated: can the architecture support the required algorithms? and can the expected
platform support the processing? The goal of of ARL is therefore to be sufficiently feature
complete that we test the architecture with the algorithms we expect to be necessary.
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3.2 Design decisions
●

●

●

●
●
●
●

●

Python is a widely-used, modern and mature language, with a simple syntax. In combination
with the Numpy library, it provides a high level platform for developing processing
algorithms.
Python has low cost of development, particularly in light of the “batteries-included”
philosophy. This allowed use of mature, extensive external libraries such as Numpy, Astropy,
and Dask. As a consequence, SDP resources could be focused on development of the
calibration and imaging capabilities.
A core set of radio astronomy specific data models was defined and implemented as Python
classes. Data models typically have Numpy arrays for data, metadata in the form of variables
or other data models. WCS was used to describe world coordinate projections of images.
The astropy coordinates library was used for coordinate definitions and conversions
specifically for Sky directions and Earth locations.
Functions were restricted to being stateless. This means that the state resides only in the
data models.
Processing was restricted to be in-memory only.
Algorithms were represented without fine-scale parallelisation, such as for example use of a
GPU.
Algorithms were to be distributed over multiple compute workers using a third-party
package. We choose the graph-based processing capabilities of Dask1 Python library since it
aligned with the SDP investigation of graph-based processing. See [RD01] for the SDP C&C
view of Dask.
The code was required to be directly accessible from the documentation.

3.3 Process decisions
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Code development follows the Coding and Development Guide for SIP.2
Development was hosted on the SDP Github account.3
A Jenkins installation was used for testing, CI, and documentation builds. A complete build is
triggered by any commit.4
Branches were used for development, and changes to the master were via pull requests.
A thorough test suite was developed in conjunction with coding.
Test coverage was measured as part of the build, and the statistics were monitored
regularly.5
Documentation6 was generated via Sphinx, and was updated with every git commit.
Regular manual checks of PEP87 compliance were performed and failures rectified.
Some developers used a commercial IDE, PyCharm. The problem in working with interpreted
languages such as Python is that errors are often only caught at run-time. PyCharm provides
interactive, immediate code checking. In addition, the strong support in PyCharm for
refactoring meant that the cost of refactoring was relatively low compared to coding.
Jupyter notebooks were used as a means to document and demonstrate capabilities.

1

https://dask.pydata.org/
https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/display/WBS/Coding+and+Documentation+Guide+for+SIP
3
https://github.com/SKA-ScienceDataProcessor/algorithm-reference-library
4
https://jenkins.mrao.cam.ac.uk/
5
http://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/projects/jenkins/algorithm-reference-library/coverage/
6
http://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/projects/jenkins/algorithm-reference-library/docs/build/html/
2

7

https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0008/
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3.4 Context
The context of the ARL within SDP is as shown in the Workflow Modules Context Diagram (Figure 1).
The ARL codebase contains parts of Workflows, Wrappers, Processing Functions, and Data Models.

Figure 1: Workflow Modules Context Diagram. ARL provides examples of all modules except Platform Services.

3.5 Structure of the ARL
The current module structure is as shown in Figure 2. The packages, modules and functions are listed
in Appendices A, B and C.
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Figure 2: ARL module structure.

Most of the code is in Processing Functions, Processing Libraries, Memory Data Models, and Buffer
Data Models. The Execution Framework layer (Serial, Arlexecute, StarPU, and MPI) contains
wrappers around the Processing Functions and the Data Models, allowing them to be called from the
Science Processing Workflows. For ARL, the Processing Component Interface is Python. The
Arlexecute EF constructs graphs using the Dask.delayed interface, and allows execution either
serially, distributed via Dask.distributed, or distributed via Daliuge8. The experience with using
StarPU as the Execution Framework is described in the COTS Execution Framework memo [RD04].

8

https://github.com/ICRAR/daliuge
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4 Scientific capabilities
4.1 Imaging
The following imaging or Fourier processing functions are supported.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Simple 2D transforms
Partitioned image (i.e. faceted) and uv transforms
W projection
W snapshots
W slices (or stacks)
A projection

All the above functions are linear in the visibilities and image domains. The 2D transform is correct
for sufficiently restricted context, such as field of view or limited time range. Hence we layer all
algorithms on top of the 2D transform. In architectural terms, the 2D functions are in processing
functions, and the other algorithms are implemented as workflows. There are serial and graph
versions of workflows.
The primary distribution is usually chosen over frequency. For imaging operations, secondary
partitions can be over image facet, visibility time slice, and visibility w slice.
Imaging capabilities are demonstrated in the following Jupyter notebooks:
●
●

Imaging
Wide field imaging

4.2 Baseline Dependent Averaging
BDA is available. ARL has two visibility formats:
●

●

BlockVisibility is conceived as an ingest and calibration format. The visibility data are kept in
a block of shape (number antennas, number antennas, number channels, number
polarisations). One block is kept per integration. The other columns are time and uvw. The
sampling in time is therefore the same for all baselines.
Visibility is designed to hold coalesced data where the integration time and channel width
can vary with baseline length. The visibility data are kept in a visibility vector of length equal
to the number of polarisations. Everything else is a separate column: time, frequency, uvw,
channel bandwidth, integration time.

Coalesce converts BlockVisibility to Visibility, and de-coalesce converts Visibility to BlockVisibility.
Broadly, calibration operations work on BlockVisibility, and imaging operations work on Visibility. In
practice this split is a source of complication in the definition and use of the relevant functions. See
Figure 3 for a diagram of the main transitions between the main data models.
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Figure 3: Transitions between data models, showing the primary functions used.

4.3 Deconvolution
Multiple clean based deconvolution algorithms are supported: Hogbom CLEAN, MS Clean, and the
Rau-Cornwell MSMFS Clean. The first two are decoupled in frequency whereas MSMFS operates on
all frequency channels at one.
The ARL has allowed quick development of different distribution strategies. Distribution of the
CLEAN algorithms is possible by sub-image. The input dirty images are divided into sub-images and
each cleaned separately. The results may be recombined by linear feathering using a choice of
functions. This approach can be used for any image-based operation, including for example,
calculating moments.
The interface to the CLEANing functions always involves frequency cubes. In the MSMFS these are
converted to frequency moment cubes on entry and the moment cubes are converted back to
frequency cubes on exit. This means that MSMFS is plug-compatible with any algorithm that uses
frequency cubes as input and output.

4.4 Calibration
Calibration is available in two forms: a normal (self-)calibration procedure based around least
squares fitting of gains, and a model partition algorithm similar to SageCAL and facet imaging. The
ICAL pipeline performs iterative self-calibration (see [RD01]) .
A simple real-time calibration pipeline is shown in the RCAL notebook.
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4.5 Simulation
Testing of ARL capabilities requires simulation of quasi-realistic data. The main functions supported
are:
● Define configurations for LOW, MID, LOFAR, ASKAP, EVLA
● Create empty BlockVisibility or Visibility data sets corresponding to observations with
specified time, frequency, and polarisation setups.
● Generate test images and component lists from a number of possible sources: the “M31”
image used in ALMA studies, the S3-SEX catalog9, and the GLEAM catalog.10
● Predict visibility values from images and components
● Create and apply antenna-based calibration errors

4.6 Pipeline processing
Pipeline processing is available as workflows, built using other workflows and processing functions.
The following are present: continuum imaging, spectral line imaging, and ICAL.
The continuum imaging and ICAL pipelines are demonstrated in the Pipeline processing notebook.

9

http://s-cubed.physics.ox.ac.uk/s3_sex
http://www.mwatelescope.org/science/gleam-survey

10
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5 Distributed processing
We have used the ARL to support various experiments in distributed processing.
First was an OpenMP-like python package pymp11. While developing pymp-enabled functions was
straightforward, significant layering was difficult. This was not a good match to the SDP Architecture.
Next we looked at a multi-faceted python package Dask12 that supports multiple paradigms of
distributed processing:
○
○
○
○

Dask.array: an extension of numpy supported processing of distributed arrays.
Dask.bag: parallel lists of semi-structured data, with map, filter, and reduce
operations.
Dask.delayed: a simple approach based on deferred execution to define and execute
graphs.
Dask.distributed: a set of tools for distributed processing.

We investigated all of the above approaches. Using Dask.array required exposing the internals of
data models and produced complex and probably unworkable interfaces. We invested more time in
Dask.bag. It was necessary to add an extra layer of meta-data to control the inherent mappings in
Dask.bags. This layer of metadata was in addition to the metadata attached to the data models, and
was therefore entirely overhead. We found the graph approach best matched to the structure of our
processing. Dask uses a straightforward approach of wrapping functions to provide delayed
execution. We have wrapped all the most time-consuming functions such as predict, invert,
deconvolve, and calibrate.
For a simple example of the use of Dask, see the notebook Simple demonstration of the use of
arlexecute.
The construction of a Dask graph is via python functions. The graph construction functions need
some arguments such as number of sub-bands, and the partitioning in image and visibility space, but
otherwise are independent of the details of the processing. The graph construction functions can be
built and then composed into higher level functions. For example, the ICAL pipeline is built on graphs
for predict visibilities, invert visibilities, deconvolving image cubes, and self-calibrating.
As a simple example of a graph constructed via Dask.delayed, Figure 4 shows the graph for three
iterations of major/minor cycle deconvolution with 13 visibility sets spread in frequency. The graphs
very quickly grow in size. We have processed successfully graphs with over 100,000 nodes.
The graphs constructed can be executed with Dask using one of the number of schedulers:
threadpool, process, distributed. The distributed scheduler can be executed on a cluster. We have
run ARL/Dask graphs on laptops, desktops, and clusters including P3 and Darwin. Although the larger
graphs are difficult to view, Dask does provide very useful diagnostic views into the processing of the
graph. Figure 5 shows a snapshot of one diagnostic screen for 10,000 node ICAL processing. A global
synchronisation point is visible in the middle plot. This occurs because the calibration is across
frequencies. The red blocks outline memory transfers. The bulk of the processing occurs in predict

11
12

https://github.com/classner/pymp
http://dask.pydata.org/en/latest/
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and invert. Figure 6 shows another view available from the Dask diagnostics. This view shows the
processing of the graph with nodes colored according to state.
To maintain flexibility, we use Dask via a small wrapper called arlexecute. Arlexecute can be defined
at run time to call one of:
●
●
●

Immediate execution via python
Delayed execution via Dask.delayed
Execution via Daliuge13 via Daliuge.delayed. This allows the graph to be executed by Daliuge
rather than the Dask scheduling backend.

In addition to using Dask to control ARL functions, we also investigated Dask scaling with a pure
Numpy test called pseudo-invert. This executed an invert-like process using just Numpy arrays.

5.1 Granularity of the processing graphs
The prime author of Dask has published a useful blog on tests of Dask performance [RD11]. The
summary of graph-related performance is:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dask prefers large processing chunks
About 3000 tasks per second can be supported
The shape of the graph is not as important as the presence of sufficient parallelism.
The scheduler seems to slow down at 256 workers, suggesting an overhead issue that needs
to be resolved.

The scale of the processing graphs can grow substantially. If we take ICAL as an example, the typical
distribution would require:
●
●
●
●
●

Distribution of calibration and imaging over frequency, and
Distribution of imaging over snapshots, and
Distribution of imaging over facets, and
Distribution of deconvolution over subimages, and
Unrolling of self-calibration.

The ARL graph construction code supports such a distribution. An example of a large graph for a
typical extended observation drawn from the performance modelling would have 100 frequency
sub-bands x 100 snapshots x 100 facets (for imaging) x 10 loops in self-calibration requiring at least
10M nodes in the graph. This is a lower bound because multiple nodes may be needed for one step
in the above list, and a more representative number might be about 100M nodes. We have not yet
tested Dask at this scale, our largest test being O(100K) nodes. Tests run by the Dask developer
show that it is able to run more than 3000 tasks/second on a cluster [RD11]. Thus in 30,000 seconds,
say, we can run about 100M tasks, if each takes about 1 second. The conclusion is that although ARL
can generate the fully expanded graph, Dask may not be able to provide the required processing rate
of tasks per second. The required processing rate in Dask can be reduced by removing one or more
of the distributions mentioned above, making each task take longer while reducing the number of
tasks per second that to be managed by Dask. We have taken this approach with use of the serial
invert and predict functions within workflows using arlexecute at the top level. Using these in place
of the arlexecute/Dask versions means that the graph has bigger and fewer nodes. So while there
may be potentially millions of nodes, the graph should have many fewer nodes. This requires a set of
functions that can be used in a flexible way. In tests of ICAL running on the CSD3 machine in
13

https://github.com/ICRAR/daliuge
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Cambridge, we compared two cases: 256 workers running ICAL, using either leaf nodes
corresponding to w-plane or a leaf node that consisted of summation over all w-planes. The second,
large granularity case runs robustly whereas the first, fine granularity case clearly works at the limit
of the dask distributed scheduler.

Figure 4: Graph for three iterations of major/minor cycle deconvolution with 13 visibility sets spread in
frequency. The flow starts at the bottom and proceeds upwards.
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Figure 5: Diagnostic page for Dask execution of a small ICAL pipeline running with 7 workers and 7 frequency
sub-bands, showing bytes stored and tasks running (left), activities of workers (top) and overall progress of
tasks (bottom). This run is close to completion. The lime-green bar is the deconvolution step which blocks
other processing until a new model is produced. The visibility data is less than 100MB in total. The image size is
768 x 768 pixels. Three frequency moments and three scales were cleaned. The red areas denote transfers
between workers.

Figure 6: Processing graph for a small invert pipeline using 51 plane w stacking, advancing from left to right.
There were 4 workers for 15 frequency sub-bands.
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5.2 Memory usage
If the memory per worker grows, Dask uses three strategies: spill to disk, pause, terminate. By
default, Dask divides the available memory equally amongst all workers. We have found this to be
consistently too conservative and can result in catastrophic failures (see e.g. [RD07]). In our work,
setting the worker memory to be twice physical seems to cure this problem. This is a pragmatic
solution but it does point to memory as being a critical issue for the use of Dask and one worthy of
further investigation.
Memory management using Dask can be controlled in a number of ways using the distributed
scheduler. One straightforward step is to use the Dask scatter function to spread the data across the
available nodes. If this is not used then the data are sent as part of the graph, with a performance
hit. However, a even better approach is to create the data on each worker without involving the
master. It is also important to avoid bringing intermediate results back to the master. Instead
functions are sent to the workers for execution and compact results returned.
Our typical approach for imaging is to spread one frequency sub-band per node. All operations on
that sub-band should then be processed by workers running on that node and data transfers
minimized. We have made good use of the numpy capability to have different views into the same
underlying array and thereby avoid excess copies. For example to predict visibility data, we can set
up a set of facets all pointing to the same underlying array. In that case, only the Image meta-data,
such as world coordinate system, differ. A similar approach works for visibility data - an iterator
returns a vector of row numbers and we index in by those. This only works for data in the same
memory space and sometimes a real copy of memory is required.
In coordination with the work described in [RD07], we have looked at a pipeline to read data, invert,
and clean a number of measurement sets. Understanding the memory usage in Dask graph-based
processing is not straightforward since the execution of the nodes and the movement of results is
under the control of the Dask scheduler. Memory usage can fluctuate throughout a run and can be
hard to track. We compared different versions of the same DPrepB pipeline: one written as a deep
graph (about 7000 nodes), one reduced to a single function called for each measurement set, and
one written in MPI. The run times were very similar but the amount of memory consumed for the
latter two cases was substantially lower, just as expected because of the storage of intermediate
results in the deep graph case. More work is required to understand and assess the impact of the
extra memory required, especially on large problems.
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6 Workflows
In the SDP architecture, as described above, distributed processing occurs primarily in the
workflows, and is coordinated by an Execution Framework. The ARL Processing Functions form an
extensive set of functions that can be used in such a distributed processing. The workflows present
in the ARL are shown in Appendix A.
The primary distribution mechanism in SDP is over frequency. ARL follows this but also allows
distribution by time, and both time and frequency. In the imaging steps, secondary distribution can
be done via facet, time slice, or w slice. In the graph-based approach each distribution leads to
another set of nodes on the graph leading to rapid expansion.
If the distribution leads to global synchronisation points then the required data flow (across the
network) can be large.
We have investigated various distribution schemes using ARL to provide the functions and Dask to
generate and execute the graphs.

6.1 Predict and Invert
The imaging steps of prediction of visibilities and inversion of visibilities to an image distribute in
frequency straightforwardly. The model for the prediction must be scattered and the result from the
invert must be gathered, if necessary. Since the cross-coupling between the processing of the
different frequencies (or sub-bands) is low, we notice strong scaling.
To implement wide field imaging, we can use a number of different algorithms.
●
●
●
●

●

2D processing: this just calls the core predict_2d and invert_2d.
AW projection: this is implemented using predict_2d and invert_2d, along with a suitably
constructed convolution function.
Faceted imaging: The image plane is split into a set of facets, each of which is processed
using predict_2d and invert_2d. The distribution is therefore over facets.
W stacking (or w slicing): The visibility data are partitioned in w and processed separately
using predict_2d and invert_2d. A w-specific complex phasor image is used to apply the
w-term.
Time snapshots (or time slicing): The visibility data are partitioned in time and processed
separately using predict_2d and invert_2d. The coordinate system for each image is
distorted to compensate for the w term.

These can be used jointly. W projection and faceted imaging can be used with all the other
algorithms. Only one of w stacking and time snapshots can be used currently. A plausible approach
to SKA scale imaging would be the combination of w projection, faceted imaging, and snapshots. W
projection used in this way allows for the snapshots to be extended in time, up to hundreds of
seconds. At the bottom layer all imaging algorithms use the two-dimensional functions predict_2d
and invert_2d, so all approaches can potentially gain from fine-grained parallelization of these two
functions.

6.2 Deconvolution
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Deconvolution can require a global synchronisation point, followed by single threaded processing.
The most viable approach to avoid the single threading is to divide the dirty image into sub-images,
each of which is deconvolved separately [RD10]. The results from the distributions must be
gathered. Some overlapping is required and it is best to use a taper (such as a Tukey filter) at the
overlaps. For the small cases tested so far (up to 4000 subimages), we see strong scaling.

6.3 Multi-Scale Multi-Frequency Synthesis
MSMFS requires a synchronisation point to generate the frequency cubes needed for deconvolution.
As described above and in [RD10], the actual deconvolution can be performed using overlapping
sub-images. Following the deconvolutions, there needs to be a gather of the model sub-images and a
scatter of the merged models.

6.4 ICAL
The ICAL pipeline (see [RD01], and the activity diagram in Figure 6) includes all of the above
elements in addition to the solution for the calibration from the discrepancy between the model
visibility and the observed visibility. Calibration solution across the full band requires the full set of
normal equations be gathered across frequency, thus forcing a global synchronisation. We could
choose to solve only using the frequencies available locally, and then combine the solutions. If the
SNR per antenna or station is high then the different between these approaches is insignificant.
Otherwise a full gather of the normal equations will be required.
The ICAL pipeline is layered on other workflows such as the imaging workflows for Predict and
Invert, the deconvolution workflow, and the calibration workflow. Thus it inherits the scaling
behavior of those workflows, and the function itself is compact.
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Figure 7: UML Activity diagram for ICAL pipeline

6.5 Model Partition Algorithm
The full calibration and imaging problem can be conceptualised as a large problem in non-linear least
squares minimisation, where the unknowns are the gain solutions and the sky model parameters.
This is computationally infeasible. Typically, therefore, decoupled parts are solved alternating
between each. The ICAL pipeline is one step down this path but for non-isoplanatic imaging more
flexibility is required. The Model Partition algorithm (see e.g. [RD01]) works by dividing the
calibration and imaging problem into different partitions. A model partition consists of a number of
related model parameters, such as the time series of the ionospheric phase for a particular direction
on the sky. A key feature of these partitions is that solution for the different partitions is loosely
coupled. The modelled visibilities are the sum of the partition visibilities.
A partition typically has two types of parameters: the first type describes part of the sky, and the
second type describes the calibration associated with that part of the sky. The sky-model part of a
component may be, for instance, a single source, a group of sources, an image describing diffuse
emission, or a facet. The calibration associated may be, for instance the gain solutions of the
antennas.
An important degenerate case is a single sky model and a single calibration solution, observed with
multiple frequencies, that are distributed by frequencies. This is ICAL. The coupling between the gain
solutions across the different frequencies is enforced by the consensus operation. The simplest case
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would be to take the average (or a robust statistic) across the different frequencies. Although this is
not optimum for SNR, it probably is sufficiently good for many cases, especially given the iterative
nature of the algorithm.
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Figure 8: Activity diagram for Model partition algorithm. The Model partition algorithm is modeled on
SageCAL, Peeling, DDFacets. The Calibrated Sky Model is a Sky Model and associated Calibration Data. The
MPC has the goal of finding a set of CSM’s that reproduce the observed data.
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7 Results
●

●

●
●
●

●

ARL provides a coherent set of data models and application programming interfaces (APIs)
for state-free functions. These have been shown to be able to express known published
algorithms. These were developed at low cost, about 1.5 person-years.
ARL is being used as a library of components for COTS EF work and SIP work. This validates
the architectural decision that we can use the same components in multiple execution
frameworks.
ARL has aided the progress in definition of the SDP architecture. ARL was refactored a
number of times in conjunction with elaboration of the relevant part of the architecture.
ARL functions have been successfully used in Dask pipelines, demonstrating graph-based
processing of up to 100,000 nodes executed with up to 500 workers.
We believe that the ARL API and Data Models could be used as a foundation for
implementation in a higher performance language (see for example [RD08]). Thus this
mitigates SDPRISK-343: “Incomplete Interface Description between pipelines components &
Execution Framework.” The exposure was Extreme, the residual exposure is Medium.
The performance and limits of ARL/Dask scaling remain the subject of further prototyping.
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8 Appendix A: Workflows
Some workflows are available in both ARLExecute and Serial versions. Here we show the ARLExecute
workflows. ARLExecute is a thin wrapper that allows the use of Dask, Daliuge, and serial processing
from the same code.
Full descriptions of these functions are available at:
https://github.com/SKA-ScienceDataProcessor/algorithm-reference-library/tree/master/workflows/
arlexecute

In addition, we have various scripts for a DPrepB-like pipeline similar to that explored in [RD07].
These include pure python, ARLExecute, and MPI versions.
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9 Appendix B: Processing Components Interfaces
Full descriptions are available at:
https://github.com/SKA-ScienceDataProcessor/algorithm-reference-library/tree/master/processing_
components
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10 Appendix B: Processing Library Interfaces
The Processing Library contains functions used in the Processing Functions. Full descriptions are
available at:
https://github.com/SKA-ScienceDataProcessor/algorithm-reference-library/tree/master/processing_
library
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11 Appendix D: Third party libraries
The following is a partial list of third party python libraries used in ARL.
pytz
jupyter>=1.0
notebook
ipywidgets
numpy>=1.9
scipy
pyfits>=3.3
matplotlib<3.0
Sphinx
wcsaxes
reproject
astropy>=2.0
dask
distributed
H5py
The full set is in the requirements.txt file.
CASA-core is an optional prerequisite, needed to read Measurement Sets.
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